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Abstract. A multiview video-based three-dimensional �3-D� video sys-
tem offers a realistic impression and a free view navigation to the user.
The efficient compression and intermediate view synthesis are key tech-
nologies since 3-D video systems deal multiple views. We propose an
intermediate view synthesis using a rectangular multiview camera sys-
tem that is suitable to realize 3-D video systems. The rectangular multi-
view camera system not only can offer free view navigation both hori-
zontally and vertically but also can employ three reference views such as
left, right, and bottom for intermediate view synthesis. The proposed
view synthesis method first represents the each reference view to
meshes and then finds the best disparity for each mesh element by using
the stereo matching between reference views. Before stereo matching,
we separate the virtual image to be synthesized into several regions to
enhance the accuracy of disparities. The mesh is classified into fore-
ground and background groups by disparity values and then affine trans-
formed. By experiments, we confirm that the proposed method synthe-
sizes a high-quality image and is suitable for 3-D video systems. © 2010
Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3309459�

Subject terms: intermediate view synthesis; mesh clustering; rectangular multiv-
iew video system.
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Introduction

ith the technical advancement of computer graphics,
omputer vision, and related fields, the realistic visual can
ome true in the near future. Recently, various multimedia
ervices have become available and the demands for real-
stic multimedia systems are growing rapidly and the three-
imensional �3-D� video technologies have been studied to
atisfy these demands.1–5 In Europe, the basic technologies
or 3DTV �three-dimensional television� were studied by
he ATTEST �advanced three-dimensional television sys-
em technologies� project6 in 2002 and a consortium com-
rised of over 20 research institutes have carried out a
DTV project since 2004. The National Aeronautics and
pace Administration7 �NASA� and the Massachusetts In-
titute of Technology8 �MIT� studied 3-D video and holog-
aphy technology in the United States and the Universal

edian Research Center �UMRC� of the National Institute
f Information and Communications Technology �NIST�
091-3286/2010/$25.00 © 2010 SPIE

ptical Engineering 027002-
studied a 3DTV and ultrarealistic broadcasting in Japan.9

The Moving Picture Experts Group �MPEG�, an interna-
tional organization for standardization of multimedia, initi-
ated a work for 3-D video and free-viewpoint television
�FTV� in 2007 and studied a broader technical scope, in-
cluding issues such as depth estimation, coding, and
rendering.10

The virtual view synthesis is a key technology to realize
3-D video, and various view synthesis methods have been
studied. Generally, the view synthesis algorithms are cat-
egorized into reconstruction-based methods and
interpolation-based methods.11 The reconstruction-based
method uses explicit or implicit 3-D information. Since the
quality of the synthesized image depends on the accuracy
of the disparity, various disparity estimation methods were
studied. Sethuraman12 proposed a quadtree-based disparity
estimation. However, the quadtree approach was not effi-
cient for diagonal edges. Altunbasak and Tekalp13 proposed
mesh-based disparity estimation methods. They estimated
the disparity based on a triangular mesh and synthesized

the virtual image using the estimated disparity. For dealing
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ith the occlusion problem, they inserted or deleted the
esh elements for the disparity discontinuous region.
In this paper, we propose an intermediate view synthesis

ethod suitable for a rectangular multiview camera system
hat can offer broader 3-D video to users and is more useful
o view synthesis. The proposed view synthesis method
mploys mesh-based stereo matching. First, we divided the
irtual intermediate view into top and bottom regions. The
op region existed in a left and a right reference view and
he bottom region mainly existed in the bottom view. Sec-
nd, we extracted the feature points by edge detection
ethods and then composed the triangular mesh. Third, we

etermined the disparity for each mesh element and then
lustered the mesh elements according to their disparity
alues. Fourth, we synthesized the intermediate view with
eference views and its disparity maps using an affine trans-
orm. Finally, we postprocessed the synthesized image to
educe the discontinuous regions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
xplains the details of the proposed view synthesis algo-
ithm. We then demonstrate and evaluate the performance
f the proposed scheme in Sec. 3, and conclude the paper in
ec. 4.

Proposed Intermediate View Synthesis Method
his section describes the proposed intermediate view syn-

hesis using a rectangular multiview camera system. Figure
shows the 4�4 rectangular multiview camera arrange-
ent. For the rectangular multiview camera system, we can

mploy three reference views for view synthesis by a lat-

Fig. 1 Rectangular multiview camera arrangement.
Fig. 2 Diagram of the proposed view synthesis scheme.

ptical Engineering 027002-
ticed camera arrangement. Thus, we can synthesize the 6
views among the 16 views from the neighboring 3 views.

Figure 2 shows a diagram of the proposed view synthe-
sis scheme and each subalgorithm is detailed in the follow-
ing subsections. The proposed view synthesis method em-
ploys three reference views: left, right, and bottom views.

2.1 Region Division Using Global Disparity
We divide the virtual view into six regions, as shown in
Fig. 3, to synthesize a better intermediate view by restrict-
ing the wrong reference view for each region.

First, we calculate the horizontal distance �HD� and the
half-HD using the left and right reference views. The ver-
tical distance �VD� is calculated from the horizontally
half-HD shifted left or right reference view and the bottom
image. We use the sum of absolute difference �SAD� as a
measure to calculate the global disparity. The half-HD is a
width of regions 2, 3, 5, 6, and the VD is a height of
regions 4, 5, and 6. The height of regions 1, 2, and 3 is
equal to the image height—VD. Figure 4 shows examples
of HD and VD calculations.

2.2 Extraction of the Feature Points and
Composition of the Triangular Mesh

Block-based stereo matching is a representative disparity
estimation algorithm, however, it does not provide an accu-
rate disparity when the block contains both foreground and
background regions and shows the blocking artifacts for
rendering. The proposed view synthesis method employs
mesh-based disparity estimation. To compose the mesh, we
apply the edge detection algorithm and then extract the fea-

Fig. 3 Region division for the virtual view to be synthesized.
Fig. 4 �a� VD and �b� HD calculations.

February 2010/Vol. 49�2�2
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ure points from edges. Figure 5 illustrates the results of
dge detection by the Canny and Sobel methods.14,15

For the edge-detected images, we extract the feature
oints by variable size windows to properly assign one fea-
ure point per each window; that is, whereas a monotonous
egion is represented by one feature point coming from a
arge-size window, a complex region has many feature
oints coming from small-size windows. For the Canny
ethod, the rapidly changed pixel is set as a feature point,

nd the minimum valued pixel is selected for the Sobel
ethod. Figure 6 shows the extraction of feature points for

he Canny and Sobel methods.
After the extraction of feature points, we compose the

riangular mesh using a Delaunay triangle. As shown in
ig. 7, the Delaunay triangulation for a set P of points in

he plane is a triangulation DT�P� such that no point in P is
nside the circumcircle of any triangle in DT�P�.

Delaunay triangulations16 maximize the minimum angle
f all the angles of the triangles in the triangulation. The
ircumcircle of a triangle formed by three points from the
riginal point set is empty if it does not contain vertices
ther than the three that define it. Other points are permit-
ed only on the very perimeter, not inside. In this paper, we
dopt the divide and conquer method to compose the De-
aunay triangulation. Figure 8 shows the results of De-
aunay triangulation for feature-point-extracted images.

.3 Disparity Estimation and Mesh Clustering
o synthesize the virtual view, the disparity between the
irtual view and its neighboring view was previously cal-
ulated. For the multiview video sequence, the correspond-
ng point of a certain point should exist on the epipolar line
f the given certain point.17,18 Since the rectangular multi-
iew camera system parallelly sets the cameras, we can
implify the epipoloar geometry.

Fig. 5 Edge detection. �a� Canny method and �b� Sobel method.

ig. 6 Extraction of feature points. �a� Canny method and �b� Sobel

ethod.

ptical Engineering 027002-
We assume that the epipolar lines for all points in an
image are parallel and all disparities have same direction.
From the precalculated HD and VD, we can define the ini-
tial disparity under the preceding assumption. We find the
disparity for each feature point by SAD-based block match-
ing algorithm as

SADB = �
�x,y��B

�IB�x,y� − IL�x + dx,y + dy�� , �1�

where B is a window containing the feature point at the
center of window. The �dx ,dy� is a disparity.

Regions 1, 2, and 3 of the intermediate view are basi-
cally synthesized by regions 1, 2, and 3 of the bottom ref-
erence view, as shown in Fig. 3. For that, we must know the
vertical disparity between the virtual view and the bottom
view. The DL and DR are defined as a disparity set between
a left view and a bottom view and between a right view and
a bottom view, respectively. Regions 2 and 3 of the bottom
view have only DL and DR, respectively; whereas region 1
of the bottom view has both DL and DR. Thus, we can
refine the disparity of region 1 of the bottom view as

dy = �DL�dy� + DR�dy��/2. �2�

The disparity refinement provides more accurate disparity
and it also affects our ability to handle disocclusion regions
later. Figure 9 shows the DL and DR for region 1 of the
bottom view.

Fig. 7 Delaunay triangulation in the plane with circumcircles.

Fig. 8 Delaunay triangulation. �a� Canny method and �b� Sobel

method.

February 2010/Vol. 49�2�3
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In the same manner, the disparity sets for regions 4, 5,
nd 6 are defined and calculated. In this case, the disparity
s defined and calculated between the left and right views.
his disparity is represented by horizontal disparity. Figure
0 shows the disparity for region 4.

The handling of continuous/discontinuous regions and
isocclusion regions are important since they severely af-
ect the rendering quality. The continuity/discontinuity
eans the spatial characteristics of successive pixels.
hereas a single object on a certain depth plane should

ave similar disparities and be continuously synthesized,
he border region for such an object boundary has two
inds of disparity sets and is discontinuously synthesized.
isocclusion regions are defined as areas that cannot be

een in the reference image but exist in the synthesized one.
he proposed mesh-based view synthesis has a limitation
hen rendering the discontinuous regions and disocclusion

egions as shown in Fig. 11.
To solve the preceding problem, we propose a mesh

lustering method. The mesh clustering divides a mesh into
foreground mesh and a background mesh by its disparity

alue. Figure 12 shows the distribution of disparities for
egions 1, 2, and 3 of the bottom view, as shown in Fig. 3.
n this case, the disparity value 26 is the best threshold.

Currently, since we have a disparity set for feature
oints, the points of one mesh element can belong to the
ifferent mesh cluster. Thus, we redefine the disparity, as
hown in Fig. 13.

Assume that region C1 belongs to background and re-
ion C2 belongs to the foreground. The values beside the
ertices represent the disparity values. Triangles t1 and t2
hare the one line �P1P2� and it is a border between two
riangles. Thus, two triangles should be separated, as shown
n Fig. 13�b�. The disparity values for vertices P1� and P2� of
riangle t1 are redefined. Equation �3� depicts the disparity
edefinition.

t�p,q,r� � C1 if min�D�p�,D�q�,D�r�� � C1

t�p,q,r� � C2 if min�D�p�,D�q�,D�r�� � C2,
�

ig. 9 Disparities �a� DL and �b� DR for region 1 of the bottom view.
Fig. 10 Disparity set for region 4 of the bottom view.

ptical Engineering 027002-
Fig. 11 Mishandling of discontinuous regions and disocclusion
Fig. 12 Distribution of disparity and mesh clustering.
Fig. 13 Disparity redefinition, �a� before and �b� after.
Fig. 14 Mesh clustering.

February 2010/Vol. 49�2�4
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D�q� = D�p� and D�r� = D�p� if p � C1 and q,r � C2

D�r� = �D�p� + D�q��/2 if p,q � C1 and r � C2.
�

�3�

Figure 14 illustrates the mesh clustered image. The
lack mesh is background mesh and white mesh is fore-
round mesh. Figure 15 illustrates the image synthesized
sing mesh clustering. The disocclusion regions between
he foreground and background are represented by holes,
nlike the image shown in Fig. 11. The holes are filled from
he left or right view and are explained in Sec. 2.5.

.4 View Synthesis Using Affine Transform
he proposed view synthesis method utilizes the affine

ransform. In general, an affine transform is composed of
inear transformations such as rotation, scaling, or shear
nd a translation or shift.18 Several linear transformations
an be combined into a single one. Equation �4� depicts an
ffine transform between �x ,y� and �u ,v�.

u�x,y�
v�x,y� 
 = �a1

a4
� + �a2 a3

a5 a6
��x

y
� , �4�

hich is redepicted as

�x,y� = 	u − x

v − y

 = 	1 x y 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 x y



a1

a2

]

a6

� . �5�

Fig. 15 Synthesized image after mesh clustering.
Fig. 16 Affine transform for triangular mesh.

ptical Engineering 027002-
Figure 16 shows an example of an affine transform for
one triangular mesh element. From the relations of three
vertex pairs, the six components of the affine transform can
be obtained and the inner points of a triangular mesh ele-
ment are affined transformed.

The relation between three vertices �x1 ,y1�, �x2 ,y2�, and
�x3 ,y3� and their affine-transformed points �u1 ,v1�, �u2 ,v2�,
and �u3 ,v3� are

�
u1

u2

u3

v1

v2

v3

� =�
1 x1 y1 0 0 0

1 x2 y2 0 0 0

1 x3 y3 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 x1 y1

0 0 0 1 x2 y2

0 0 0 1 x3 y3

��
a1

a2

a3

a4

a5

a6

� . �6�

If we assume

��� = 1 x1 y1

1 x2 y2

1 x3 y3
� , �7�

then

Fig. 17 Synthesized image using only a background mesh.
Fig. 18 Extraction of feature points on a boundary.

February 2010/Vol. 49�2�5
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d�x,y� = 	1 x y 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 x y

	���−1 0

0 ���−1

u1

u2

]

v2

v3

� , �8�

���−1 =
1

det���x2y3 − x3y2 x3y1 − x1y3 x1y2 − x2y1

y2 − y3 y3 − y1 y1 − y2

x3 − x2 x1 − x3 x1 − x1
�

= �1 �2 �3

�1 �2 �3

�1 �2 �3
� , �9�

where

det��� = x2y3 + x1y1 + x1y2 − x2y1 − x3y2 − x1y3. �10�

Thus, the disparity d�x ,y� for inner point �x ,y� is depicted
as

d�x,y� = �
k=1

3

�k�x,y�dk,

where �k = �k + �kx + �ky, dk = 	uk

vk

 . �11�

2.5 Hole-Filling for Disocclusion Regions
In Sec. 2.3, we proposed the mesh clustering to handle
disocclustion regions and we achieved a result in Fig. 16.
As you see, the disocclusion regions are represented as
holes and they originally belong to background regions. We
assume that the left holes of the foreground exist in the left
reference view and the right holes of the foreground exist in
the right reference view. Figure 17 illustrates the synthe-
sized image only using background mesh. Before the dis-
parity redefinition, the vertices of the boundary mesh ele-
ment belong to a different cluster, and we can detect the
feature points of the disocclusion regions by using the pre-
ceding fact. The results are shown in Fig. 18.

For each feature point, we find the matching point in the
left or right reference view. The feature points on edge
boundary and its matching points are represented as black
points and white points, respectively, in Fig. 19. Then we
compose the triangular mesh, as shown in Fig. 20, and we
fill the holes using mesh elements just obtained. Figure 21
shows the synthesized image with the background mesh
and hole-filling for disocclusion regions.

2.6 Postprocessing
The proposed view synthesis efficiently handles the disoc-
clusion regions by mesh clustering, however, it causes dis-
continuous boundary trails, as shown in Fig. 22�a�. To re-
move the boundary trails, we adopt the in-painting
technique. The result is shown in Fig. 22�b�.

In addition, noises caused by discontinuity between
ig. 19 Matching points for extracted feature points in Fig. 18, �a�
ig. 20 Triangular mesh for Fig. 19, �a� left and �b� right reference
ig. 23 Removal of discontinuous noises, �a� before and �b� after

mesh elements and truncation errors of the affine-

February 2010/Vol. 49�2�6
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ransformed coordinates are removed by median filtering.
e replace only the noisy regions with median filtered re-

ions. Figure 23 shows the result of the removal of discon-
inuous noises.

Experimental Results and Analysis
o evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we
ompared the synthesized results with a conventional
esh-based view synthesis method based on Ref. 19. We

sed the “Santa” and “Kid” sequences, as shown in Fig. 24.
he 2nd, 7th, and 10th view positions in Fig. 2 were set as
irtual viewpoints and the neighboring views were used as
eference views for view synthesis. As shown in Figs. 25
nd 26, the synthesized images are subjectively as natural
s captured by a camera.

The objective results are given in Table 1. The objective
uality is measured by peak SNR �PSNR� values between
he synthesized image and original image, as in Eq. �12�.
he mean-squared error �MSE� between the original image

Iorg� and the rendered image �Isyn� as in Eq. �13�.

SNR = 10 � log10�2552/MSE� , �12�

SE =
1

w � h
�
i=0

w−1

�
j=0

h−1

�Iorg�i, j� − Isyn�i, j��2, �13�

here w and h represent the image width and image height,
espectively.

The proposed method synthesized a high-quality virtual
mage, especially for a simple contents scene consisting of
oreground and background.

Fig. 24 Test sequences �a� “Santa” and �b� “Kid.”
Fig. 25 Synthesized Image for “Santa” Sequence �7th view�.

ptical Engineering 027002-
4 Conclusions
We proposed an intermediate view synthesis method using
a rectangular multiview video camera system to realize 3-D
video systems. The proposed view synthesis method em-
ployed three reference views and a mesh-based scheme.
The mesh was composed of feature points obtained by edge
detection, which were clustered to handle disocclusion re-
gions. We used the affine transform for synthesis and
adopted the in-painting and median filter to remove the
remaining erroneous and discontinuous regions. We are
convinced that the proposed intermediate view synthesis
and rectangular multiview video are useful to realize 3-D
video systems. Our experiments confirmed that the pro-
posed method synthesized a subjectively natural images
and its average objective quality was over 34 dB.

Table 1 Experimental results for the proposed view synthesis.

Experimental Results for the “Santa” Sequence

View Number Previous Method 1 Method 2

2nd view 29.23 dB 31.60 dB 32.02 dB

7th view 32.33 dB 32.95 dB 33.32 dB

10th view 32.11 dB 32.21 dB 32.40 dB

Average 31.22 dB 32.25 dB 32.58 dB

Experimental Results for the “Kid” Sequence

View Number Previous Method 1 Method 2

2nd view 34.85 dB 35.18 dB 35.45 dB

7th view 35.30 dB 35.92 dB 36.07 dB

10th view 34.66 dB 34.60 dB 34.80 dB

Average 34.94 dB 35.23 dB 35.44 dB

Previous: previous mesh-based method;19 Method 1: previous
+proposed mesh clustering; Method 2: method 1+proposed post-

Fig. 26 Synthesized Image for “Kid” Sequence �7th view�.
processing.

February 2010/Vol. 49�2�7
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